Imaging of proteins by scanning tunnelling microscopy.
Scanning tunnelling microscopy has been used to examine the structure of proteins deposited on a graphite surface. Three molecules have been studied; immunoglobulin G (IgG), Complement component 1q (C1q) and ATP-citrate lyase (ACL). The images show IgG as a tri-lobed molecule, consistent with the known 3D structure as determined by X-ray crystallography. The C1q images differ from the well known "tulip bunch" model derived by electron microscopy, but are consistent with the model if it is assumed that the six globular heads have aggregated. Molecules of ACL are visible as discrete units, with some hints of substructure. These results highlight the potential of STM in studying protein structures, but also illustrate the difficulties of interpreting micrographs of proteins whose structure is currently unknown.